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Abstract
Introduction: The World Health Organization declared the outbreak of coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) a pandemic on
March 11, 2020. The service delivery capacity of the health system around the world was quickly overwhelmed, primarily
due to the influx of patients with respiratory symptoms due to COVID-19 and the precautions required to prevent spread
of the highly infectious virus. The treatment of pressure ulcers in inpatient services, intensive care units, and palliative care
units can be very challenging and costly at the best of times; however, hospitals had to adapt quickly to new and difficult
circumstances.
Methods: Patients were treated at home as much as possible to reduce hospital stay and visits. The wounds of hospitalized
patients were closed as soon as it was feasible and patients were discharged and followed up at home. Guidance was
provided regarding the use of isolation and N95 masks to prevent infection and the prevention of new wounds. Existing
wounds were reconstructed with single-session surgeries as much as possible.
Results: Primary treatment at home, limited surgical repair, and the observance of specific precautions almost certainly
reduced the number of cases of COVID-19 infection. Treatment with silver dressings and vacuum-assisted closure were
effective infection control measures and allowed for the practical allocation of limited hospital resources.
Discussion and Conclusion:The training provided by public hospital training units to wound care personnel, home care
service personnel, and family members was successful and valuable. Existing wounds were closed and new wounds were
prevented. This vulnerable patient population was protected as a result of a thorough and proactive approach applied during a difficult period.
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D

ecubitus ulcers; are wounds happening in patients
who have to stay at a certain position continuously.
Pressure between the bed and the bone is not the only
cause in the areas where they come into contact with the
bed. Especially since they are located under the bone, they
also occur due to friction. Although there are different
pathophysiology mechanisms at the bottom, main defect

is deterioration of skin oxygenation[1]. In patients with neurological defects, who are not well fed, who are constantly
infected with fecal incontinence or urine, it is already very
difficult to manage the process under normal conditions[2].
Being bed-bound, most of these patients need someone
else to ensure their nutrition and personal hygiene. In this
sense, public hospitals have undertaken tasks such as pre-
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venting wounded patients from worsening with COVID-19
infection, and then providing training for follow-up of such
patients at home[3].

Materials and Methods
After covid-19 outbreak announcement; During the
COVID-19 outbreak, changes which are explained below
were made to manage decubitus ulcers in wound clinics
within the scope of public hospitals. The main problem
for these patients is that they have to stay still and maintain the same position for a long time. In the approach
to decubitus ulcers, where clinical manifestations can be
completely different, the first treatment goal is to prevent
infection and new wound opening by providing partial
movement. In addition, after the global COVID-19 outbreak, the need to maintain social distance has made it
more difficult to treat or care for these patients and has
created a problem (Fig. 1). After the declaration of an
outbreak and the diagnosis of the first COVID case in the
country, a curfew was imposed on people over the age
of 65 and under the age of 20 in line with health policies.
In this way, only the group of patients with the chance
to mobilize with a wheelchair were also restricted to the
house. In this way, the restriction of their movements
automatically increased the growth of decubitus ulcer.
In order to avoid decubitus ulcer formation in such patients, use of cushions in anti-pressure gel or foam form,
home type rehabilitation movements, and simple manipulations to change position were advised through public
spotlight applications and online guides[4].
Another group of bed-dependent decubitus ulcer patients
which are normally monitored by the professional home
care team were started to be monitored at home by consulting plastic surgery specialists and wound care specialists with mobile phone applications by professional teams
and by taking blood tests for infection tracking at home.
Since many of these patients were chronically ill, their defects contained, skin, subcutaneous area, fat, fascia and
muscle (Fig. 2). In the wound care of these patients with
deep tissue loss, to prevent the medical team from coming
home every day and to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission, switching was made to colloid, silver products that
could be changed every 4-5 days depending on the level of
exudation[5]. Records were checked to deliver air beds that
dissipate pressure to such patients; in accordance with the
parameters of infection, the appropriate antibiotheraphies
were prescribed through the system by studying antibiogram from blood and wound cultures.

Figure 1. A pressure wound, with multiple defects that can become
mortal and definitely needs hospitalization.

Figure 2. Severe pressure wound treating by home care team at
home.

To reduce the rate at which such wound care patients are
brought to the hospital, switching was made to enzymatic
debridement with creams after minimal surgical debridement for necrotic defects and then to the application of
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VAC (Vacuum Assisted Closure)[6]. Additional canisters
and collection sets were left in homes to prevent any VAC
congestion[7].

Results
To prevent the inpatient from contacting with active adult
individuals from the outside, in addition to the use of the
N95 mask, informative training was given to the household
about visiting prohibitions the use of separate rooms. On
the other hand, for patients who are being treated in intensive care, palliative care or services who have decubitus ulcer in addition to other illnesses, precautions such as visitor
prohibitions and transforming rooms into single and isolated rooms were taken and similarly silver colloid wound
care materials to be changed twice a week were used and
it was ensured that infection parameters are closely monitored. Local dressing materials with antibacterial effectiveness were generally preferred. Within this group of patients,
those with debridement requirements were treated in local
surgery rooms or at bedsides with surgical sets instead of
in operating rooms. VAC treatment of many patients was
continued in such a way as not to prevent frequent position change.
In order to prevent infection after contamination with
gaita, personal hygienic care and practices to decrease patient mortality, meeting of patients' daily calorie and protein needs was carried out selflessly by nurses and auxiliary
medical staff.

Figure 3. A wound team that has taken all precautions against
COVID-19, performing debridement in the local intervention room.

Among all of these groups of patients those requiring an
operation, whose wounds did not heal despite auxiliary
treatment, were taken into operation by connecting negative and positive ones to different machines after their
PCR analysis for COVID-19, lung tomography and general
routine anesthesia lab prompts and the approval of their
anesthesia was taken[8]. During all patient surgeries, the
surgical team went into surgery with full protection gear
including glasses, shield, surgical gloves, surgical clothing,
etc (Fig. 3). At the process of closing the defect, in terms
of plastic surgery, single-stage flap applications were generally preferred (Fig. 4)[9]. Graft applications and multiple
drain placements were specifically avoided. In order not to
take patients into the operating room for a second time,
hemostasis was carefully performed.

Discussion
Although they can occur all over the body, 95% of decubitus ulcers, most commonly occur in the lower half of
the body. In fact, the main factor determining the region

Figure 4. It closed with musculocutaneous flap in a single session
that pressure wound with granulation tissue.
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where decubitus ulcers occur is the patient's hospitalization position. If the patient lies in supine position, it occurs
mostly sacral (50%), heel (15%) and trochanteric (10%) on
the fields, and less frequently on the thoracic or occipital
regions[10]. The skin findings can range from mild hyperemia to deep necroses which descend to the bone including full layer soft tissue and muscle, and skin defects[11]. In
the deep tissue cultures of these patients, different grams
positive or different anaerobic microorganisms especially
Enterobacter, Staph spp, Enterococcus faecalis can reproduce[12]. Contamination of the wounds with urine and
gaita makes wounds worse. In home education of patient
relatives, the emphasis was placed on preventing contamination of the press as well as preventing it. Normally, surgical debridement is as important in closure of such wounds
as dressings and VAC application. In wounds that are ready
after debridement, the defects are closed with a single session or multiple sessions, especially flap applications. During the pandemic period, patients with ready wound beds
were hospitalized and single-session applications were
preferred.
The "14 days of medical observation" rule should never be
forgotten. Within the surgical wound team, the staff with
contact history should leave the team and their contact
with other patients and medical personnel should be cut
off[3,8]. In terms of predisposition to infection, everything
needed should be done in order to reduce the frequency
of hospital visits by these pressure wound patients who
already have open wounds in order not to increase their
morbidity and mortality[13].

Conclusion
Maximum attention and care is required to ensure that the
need for an operating room, and contact with other patients are reduced for patients who are already hospitalized
and if possible that extra wounds are not opened.
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